What is Lip Blushing, and Why Is It The
Latest Lip Trend for 2020?
The latest trend of lip blushing has made it really easy to get the perfect lips, without having
to rely on makeup every day!
2020 is here, and so is the latest trend for lips in the cosmetic industry – lip blushing. Gone are
the days when people would opt for filler injections, tattooed lip liner, or worry about
continuously re-applying their lipstick. Now you can get this low-maintenance and long-lasting
treatment to get lips that look fuller, tinted and vibrant. Not to mention, insanely attractive!

Lip blushing gives you lips that get you noticed
Lip blushing is a new cosmetic lip tattooing technique. It creates a soft, natural-looking blush of
color that defines the shape of your lips and gives them a flushed, plump appearance. The lip
color can be customized for each person according to their natural undertone and lip color, as
well as their skin tone.

Better than the other cosmetic procedures
One of the best things about this procedure is that it delivers results that are extremely natural
once your lips are healed. While fillers may be great for adding volume to your lips, lip blush gives
your lips the illusion of fuller lips. It is a semi-permanent service that gives you long-lasting results.

How lip blushing works
Your cosmetic surgeon or cosmetic tattoo artist will first apply a topical cream to temporarily
numb your lips so that you don’t have to feel any discomfort. Using a handheld rotary device with
a tiny needle, she will deposit pigments into your lips, gradually building colors. A cosmetic artist
can help you decide which color would be perfect for your skin tone.
Many people are also getting lip blushing to correct the tone of their lips as well as fixing the
asymmetry.

So, how long-lasting are the results?
Like microblading or any other procedure that involves filling small cuts in the skin with ink, how
long the results will last depends is different for each customer. Typically, you can enjoy the
results for two to five years. However, your fading process can speed up if you smoke, get too
much sun exposure or do things like biting your lips or getting oral fixation done. Other things

that can affect your pigment include being oil-prone, using excessive amounts of exfoliating
products, and having an iron deficiency.

The treatment and the recovery
On average, a lip blush treatment can last up to two hours. In about five to seven days, the
scabbing usually disappears. Your lips can get completely healed in about four weeks after the
procedure.

Get the perfect lips
If you are considering getting a lip blush treatment, Kimberly Culbertson at Beauty Babe Club is
the cosmetic artist you need! You can call her or book an appointment to discuss your goals in
detail, and she will help you out in her amazing, friendly style.

Let us deliver the results that you need to look as beautiful as you want! We are offering an
exclusive discount for our first-time clients.
Get in touch with Beauty Babe Club today!

